
   

PowerCon wins world’s largest shore power project for cruise ships 
 
 

Hadsund, Denmark, February 14th, 2023 

 
 
By being awarded the project in the port of Miami (PortMiami), PowerCon is firmly entering the 
North American market. To fully support the project moving forward and to increase its focus on 
the region overall, PowerCon has also established its own local subsidiary, PowerCon USA Inc. 
 
PowerCon has been subcontracted with the delivery of five (5) shore power systems for cruise 
ships. When finished by the end of the year, the combined system will be the largest shore power 
system in the world, providing shore-side electricity for cruise ships at Terminal V (Virgin), F 
(Carnival), A (Royal Caribbean), B (Norwegian Cruise Line) and MSC Cruise Line.  
 
PowerCon looks forward to working with the excellent Prime Contractor and value our on-going 
partnership with everyone involved. PowerCon is honored to be chosen as sub-supplier for the 
first shore power project in Miami. The combined project is a major step for PowerCon and once 
again underlines the company’s market leading position within the shore power industry, 
especially within the cruise segment. 
 
We want to thank PortMiami for trusting us with this project, and hope that this is only the 
beginning of a long-term, mutually beneficial relationship of supporting PortMiami in their 
sustainability efforts. PortMiami is establishing itself at the forefront of pushing shore power with 
this project, giving a clear signal to the industry and local community, representing a prime 
example for other ports to follow. 
 
 
For more information, please contact us:  

• Denmark: sales@powercon.dk /+45 79 30 12 20. 

• USA: ran@powercon.dk / +1 305-317-5560, 
2915 Biscayne Blvd., ste. 300, Miami, Florida, 33137. 

 
 
 
About PowerCon: PowerCon is a power conversion specialist born out of the wind turbine industry in 2009. Since entering the 
shore power market in 2014, the company has been a leading market player, pioneering the industry with its modular, 
containerized solution that optimizes flexibility and cost-efficiency while being high-performance through its converter 
technology. The company has so far installed +50 shore power systems world-side and is the leading supplier within the cruise 
segment specifically. 
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